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Trustees Report
by Louise Kuka (Chair of the Trustees)

A

fter the busyness of the first
half of this year, I imagined
that this second half would be
quieter, but this wasn’t to be!
Whilst we didn’t have such large
events as Rinpoche’s teaching and
the Vajrakilaya Empowerment,
the calendar has been full with
many smaller courses and
events. In addition, the retreat
has been exceptionally busy - it
is wonderful to see it being used
regularly by not only many of Rinpoche’s students, but
students from other centres as well. The retreat is
such a special aspect of Marpa House and somehow
the energy of practitioners in retreat really enhances
the atmosphere in the House.
One of the highlights of the summer was the Tea
Party. In the Shrine Room that morning, something
significant took place - Rinpoche introduced the White
Sangha and presented robes to David Crawford,
Vicki Tofts, Paul Wootton, Imogen Hayman, Sophie
Muir. It was touching to observe everyone’s gratitude
and devotion, and especially moving was Rinpoche’s
full ordination of David into the White Sangha. It
really was a historic moment and I don’t think the
importance has fully sunk in - all I know was that it was
a privilege to be present and to witness it!
After lunch, everybody celebrated in true English
garden party style, with fun and games for children and
adults alike. It was such a relaxed, joyful and friendly
gathering, a beautiful summer day, and, of course, the
usual Marpa House tea party to enjoy! It really was a
memorable day.
Also in August, we delightedly welcomed Gail Oliver as
our new House Secretary. Gail is with us for a whole
year; it is extremely reassuring to know the House is
in such good hands! Gabby Costello is here for the
year also, as Housekeeper, and is keeping the House
spick and span! It is wonderful that they have left the
sunny Spanish climate to give a year of their time,
bringing their wealth of experience with them. And, in
November we welcomed Roger's return to the

Trustees, fresh from his year's sabbatical
(travelling the world!).
In the background, we have been planning the
Shrine room refurbishment. Steven (Jinpa)
has been working steadily on building the
Shrine since July. We are very excited that
this project will come to fruition in January
and February 2018. Thank you for your kind
and generous donations, as at the time of
writing this we have received nearly £25,000.
We are blessed to have such a wonderful and
supportive sangha. I remember Rinpoche
talking to the Trustees in October 2016 about
these projects, and saying ‘I want to say 6
months, but I think 1 year, and we turn Marpa
House into a temple.’ We will have taken a
little longer than a year for the Shrine, but I
really think it will be worth the wait!

Of course, to complete the Stupa within
a year is completely impossible! However
we are making great progress, albeit slowly!
Please see page xx for more information
about this project.
I certainly get the feeling that the coming
years will be as busy as this year has been! It’s
exciting and inspiring to be able to help with
these projects, to fulfil Rinpoche’s wishes, and
I deeply hope that you will be involved with
them in whatever way you can. I hope that
over the coming years Marpa House will be
full of Dharma activity and Sangha helping to
prepare ritual items for the Stupa once we
have the Lopon to guide us all!!
With Dharma wishes to you all.

Stupa Project

O

ver the last few years, many of you
will have heard Rinpoche talking about
building a stupa at Marpa House. And now
we are very excited to be working towards
fulfilling Rinpoche’s wish. The site in the
garden has been confirmed by Rinpoche, and
he has specified the type of stupa to be built,
namely, ‘Descending from Tushita Heaven’.
We are delighted that Ashdon Parish Council
had no objections to the building of a stupa
and gave their go-ahead. Following this, we
have submitted the planning application to
Uttlesford Council. The approval process
takes time, so now we have a waiting game!
The invitation of the Lopon (ritual master/
Stupa Lama) is also proving a complicated
process, as a standard visa is only valid for
6 months. Therefore, we have instructed a
solicitor to assist us with the visa application
process to enable us to secure a longerterm visa. This is going to be a long and slow
project, taking place over several years, and is
something we want the sangha to be involved
in wherever it is possible.

Currently, we aren’t accepting donations for
this project, and won’t until we have received
the necessary planning permission. So, for
now, we would ask for pledges only.
If you would like to support this project,
which is very close to Rinpoche’s heart, by
making a pledge, please contact Gudrun
Schmitt by emailing: mhstupa108@gmail.com
Send your name, contact/email address and
the amount you’d like to pledge. If you don’t
have email access, you can send a letter to:
Gudrun Schmitt, Marpa House, Rectory Lane,
Ashdon, Essex CB10 2HN.
Thank you!
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Committee News
by Janet Scott (Chair of the Committee)
Wonderfully busySince June, Marpa
House has continued
to be very active, and
looks set to remain
so for quite some
time to come. This
is wonderful for all
of us: new projects,
excellent courses,
practice groups,
inspiring contact, and retreat opportunities.
It is also wonderful because as lay-sangha
members, our own active involvement is ever
more important.
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Active involvementMarpa House is organised and run almost
entirely by volunteers. As our activities
increase, so does the need for volunteers. A
rich reservoir of volunteers means Marpa
House can honour our Lama, Buddha, Dharma,
and Sangha appropriately. Volunteering in
whatever way (however you can) to support
Marpa House is an amazing way to really 'do
something'.
FlourishingThrough this offering of ourselves and our
time, Marpa House is able to continue to offer
a spiritual home and world in which to grow.
Or to put it another way, we strengthen our
practice, and strengthen our precious Lama's
mandala.
OpportunitiesMarpa House Staff: If you have a block of
spare time (from a week to a year), apply to
be on staff. This is a truly unique experience.
To find out more, contact the Marpa House
Secretary at mail@marpahouse.org.uk
Committee: If you would like to work with
a team, organising and running events, and
supporting the day-to-day running of Marpa
House, contact Vicki Tofts at v_tofts@hotmail.com.

Scheduled Volunteering: Join scheduled
workdays, and work with others on small,
necessary projects. See the Calendar of
Events in this newsletter.
Newsletter: All contributions are happily
considered. Contact Will Giddings at
wjgiddings@googlemail.com
Events: When you attend an event or visit
the House, 'get stuck in'. Your help with
clearing up, washing dishes, and general jobs
is invaluable.
Register of Ad Hoc Volunteers: The
way this works is that whenever the House
needs more 'hands on deck', people from
the volunteer list are contacted to see
if they can help out at the House for a
temporary block of time- it could be a few
hours, a day, a week or two. Just now, our
register is really depleted. If you think that
you occasionally have time, please consider
adding your name. It is a truly important
system, and we really do need you! Contact
the Secretary at mail@marpahouse.org.uk.
Time for ChangeI am very sad to say that my time as a
member of the Marpa House Committee
has almost come to an end. I have had an
amazing 3 years. In December, Vicki Tofts
will take over as Committee Chairperson,
and Will Giddings will take over as
Newsletter Editor.
From my time with the Marpa House
Committee, I know that each person
really does have so much to offer. I also
know that this kind of engagement leads
to friendship and strength. I deeply thank
everyone associated with Marpa House.

A Special Cooking Day
by Gloria Barley

I

ris Treibl organised a very special cooking
day in September. It was a day of vegan,
wheat-free and sugar-free cooking. Here are
a few thoughts to show my appreciation for
all her hard work, and I am sure that they
would be reiterated by the whole group.
We were given information on special diets
and recipes before deciding which recipes to
cook and so which group we would work in.
Luckily when it came to it, there was an even
split into two groups.
The ingredients for each recipe were placed
on a tray alongside a work area so that no
one had to cross the kitchen in search of
something- no hazards here!
With Iris's skill in the kitchen, both groups
worked well, producing a tasty lunch, Tsok
celebration, and supper, as well as different
salads, a spread, and homemade chocolate.
I continue to get pleasure from this day:
re-reading the information, collecting new
ingredients, or making something at home
that we tried out in the kitchen at Marpa
House.
Thank you Iris and all the staff at Marpa
House for another memorable weekend.

“You are so pretty and I am so happy to see
you. Please stay!”
But it too flew away.
On day three, as I was sitting in the retreat
garden, a squirrel came really close and
examined me for some time from the corner
of its eye. I was mesmerized by this quivering
little creature, all speed and alertness and yet
so tender.
“Wow! Now wild animals are coming to me
as they did to St Francis!”
The next day was my last day and I expected
the Angel Gabriel to appear, but no-one
came. Only the wind howling the flags’
prayers to the world. And Gabbie bringing a
tray of food. The angel Gabrielle. Could I want
for more?
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Staffing Opportunities at Marpa House
We need volunteers to come on staff in
2018. You can volunteer for up to one year
and would receive a small honorarium
to cover basic living costs. All meals and
accommodation are provided free of
charge.

Poet’s Corner
Visitations by Dominique Simpson
On retreat day one, a pigeon flew past my
window.
“Come and talk to me, pigeon, I feel so
lonely!”
But the pigeon disappeared in the trees.
On day two, a great tit was hovering on the
rose bush just outside my room, looking very
smart in its black and white head-dress.

This is a great opportunity to spend
time in a beautiful Dharma centre, to
receive teachings from visiting teachers
and to practise in a lovely and peaceful
environment.
If you are interested in finding out more,
please contact the Secretary:
t: 01799 584415
e: mail@marpahouse.org.uk
w: www.marpahouse.org.uk

White Sangha
by Paul Wootton

O

n Saturday, 26 August, at the annual Tea
Party, Kyabjé Chime Rinpoche officially
announced that he would be trying to create
a White Sangha in order for its members to
teach according to their individual skills.
Traditionally, there have been both the familiar
Red Sangha of ordained nuns and monks,
who abide by the extensive vows of monastic
Vinaya, and the White Sangha, whose vows
are based on the Tantric Vows to avoid the
14 root downfalls. White Sangha, otherwise
known as Ngakmas/Ngakpas, are regarded as
fully ordained.
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be much study to do, and that hopefully, he
would come to teach us when he can. Keen
to keep the ball rolling, Rinpoche also made
the offer to any of his students that they too
could become members of the White Sangha
if they also wanted to teach. In order to do
this, anyone interested must make a request
to Rinpoche directly.
This auspicious day has certainly had a huge
effect on me and I know that the other
members have been equally affected. We
all hope we can do Rinpoche justice by
becoming good teachers and ever better
practitioners.

Rinpoche presented robes to five of those
who were present. The robes had been
created in great haste over two days by
Gudrun and Brian. We all thank them for
their excellent sewing skills!
David Crawford was fully ordained as
a Ngakpa and has the responsibility for
upholding Rinpoche’s teachings. David can
teach Chime Rinpoche’s students; he can go
to hospitals and prisons as a pastor; and he
can support people who can’t leave home
to get to a Dharma centre. The other four
UK-based White Sangha present on the day
were: Vicki Tofts-Gonpo, who is to teach
Chöd and Vajrayana Buddhism; Imogen
Hayman, teaching Buddhism to children;
Sophie Muir, teaching Mahamudra and
Buddhism; and myself, teaching Western lucid
dreaming, dream yoga and Buddhism. Craig
Boulton, of the German Sangha had been fully
ordained as a Ngakpa at Summer Camp, and
empowered to teach on Khenpo Gangshar.
Before presenting the robes, Rinpoche
mentioned that he had been attempting to
get his students to teach for quite some time,
and now is very strongly encouraging us to
teach and to try to grow up spiritually. He
also mentioned that in order for the four of
us to become fully ordained, there would

Golden Days at
Summer School
by Brian Richardson

O

ne could feel the excitement in the
air at this year’s Summer School in
Baerenthal as our precious Lama, Kyabjé
Chime Rinpoche, was going to join us again,
to give teachings on Mahamudra.
On Saturday evening Rinpoche started by
setting the tone for the week:
There is a great future for Tibetan Buddhism
in the West - it depends on the young ones.
The old ones should enjoy themselves - be
spontaneous.
Outside is suffering and chaos - here at
Summer School is Dewachen, if we drop the
struggle.

Forget the past.
Don’t think about the future.
Learn from your mistakes.
Be nice to each other - it costs nothing.
Look to the quality of life, not at the quantity
of your possessions.
Be content.
Value life.
Rinpoche’s teachings on Mahamudra were
inspired by the writings of the 1st Jamgon
Kongtrul Lodro Thaye. It was during lunch
with the 9th Sangye Nyenpa and the 2nd
Jamgon Kongtrul that Rinpoche had a
Mahamudra experience. Rinpoche explained
that one can study a lot, but that it is often
through an unusual experience that one
receives a transmission. Rinpoche explained
the Four Yogas. The first of the Four Yogas is
'One-pointedness': no clinging to peace, no
clinging to clarity. The second is 'Simplicity',
and the third is 'Same Taste': no separation
of subject and object. The fourth is 'Nonmeditation', in which there is no meditator.

On Monday evening, Rinpoche spoke about
Ecology. He re-affirmed the views of HH
17th Karmapa on this, also saying how sad
he was about the effect of pollution on the
nomads of Tibet.
On Saturday, at the end of his teaching,
Rinpoche called for Craig, and said that
he wanted to recognise all that Craig has
done for him for nearly 40 years. He asked
Craig three times to confirm his acceptance
of Khenpo Gangshar as his teacher. Then,
Rinpoche gave Craig a newly-made Ngakpa
robe and authorised Craig to teach. This
was an emotional moment for all of us, and a
lovely end to the Summer School.

Khenpo Tseten taught in the mornings,
giving an introduction to Vajrayana. As usual,
Khenpo taught very clearly, with his great
sense of humour. Khenpo said we must think
why we are Buddhist- what is our motivation?
We should only look for happiness inside
ourselves. We have to be honest and
develop our inner value. Unless we apply
the Four Seals (Impermanence, Suffering,
Emptiness and Enlightenment), we won’t
achieve happiness. Khenpo then discussed
some of the 37 Factors of Enlightenment (I
think!), and the first lines of the Heart Sutra,
which lead to freedom and simplicity. Then,
he showed how the Uttaratantra leads to
Vajrayana. Khenpo also explained: how to use
the five wisdoms of the Buddha Families; what
Initiation is; and how to purify broken samaya.
Thank you Khenpo for so much information
in your teaching and for giving us a firm basis
for Vajrayana practice.
Thanks also to the organisers, translators,
cooks, cleaners, and all the volunteers and
workshop leaders for another enjoyable and
valuable Summer School.
Apart from the teachings, there were also Qi
Gong and the Singing workshops, as well as
another twenty other workshops to choose
from. This year, for the first time, vegetarian
food was on offer in the main dining room.
The village of Baerenthal is much the same it still has its Depōt de Pain, which I haven’t
been into yet. Maybe I would if they could
just call it a Pâtisserie.
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July Teachings with Kyabje Chime Rinpoche
in Cornwall
ideas.” A cloud has no root and likewise, our
by Sophie Muir

In July, Rinpoche returned to Cornwall for his
fifth visit since 2009 to give teachings
on the Four Yogas of Mahamudra. Ninety
people gathered at Roselidden, or ʻPotala
Farmʼ as it has been named by Rinpoche.
Rinpoche has described dreaming of his
Gurus in this place- a lovely quadrangle of
traditional granite buildings, lovingly restored,
with views to the sea under a wide sky.
Hence, perhaps, the auspicious title.
The gathering was a blend of locals and
travellers from afar, with many people
camping, sleeping in the barns, or staying
nearby. The travellers were mainly Rinpoche’s
students of many years, but for us in Cornwall,
the day provided a rare opportunity to meet
Rinpoche- some for the first time.
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Rinpoche spoke of the contentment of
nomads (among whom he was born and
raised) under Tibet’s vast sky in the ‘ancient’
world. He said it was the “experience of
natural mahamudra” even though the nomads
did not have that name for this experience.
Mahamudra as contentment contrasts, as
Rinpoche later described, with the experience
of people in the ʻmodern' world, who feel
something is missing.
In the early part of the day, Rinpoche took us
on a journey through the Four Thoughts and
Four Foundations, later introducing the Four
Yogas of Mahamudra. Rinpoche explained
that the use here of ʻyoga ʼ (or 'naljor'
in Tibetan) is different from what many
understand by it nowadays.
The first yoga is Shi-ne, or open-eyed
concentration. Rinpoche noted that
attachment to bliss, clarity and non-thought
can arise at this stage. The second yoga
involves practicing Simplicity: investigating
where our mind comes from and goes to.
We need to let go of fixation: “no fixed

afflictive emotions are like clouds, rootless
within the sky of Buddha Nature.

“The way we practice Mahamudra is like an
eagle soaring in the sky. An eagle doesn’t
need to use any effort.” In the beginning,
we need a little bit of effort to see thoughts
as clouds: “it takes one second.” Then we
open to the view: “When you see no root to
thoughts, you reach same taste.”
The third yoga of One Taste, Rinpoche
explained, appears complicated, but it can be
likened to the relationship between ice and
water. “Ordinary mind and Buddha mind are
not exactly the same, yet not different,” and
so it is with samsara and nirvana.
“When we see no root, then both ignorance
and experience collapse, as ice melts into
water and we have same taste. “Fixed ideas
are totally gone.”
“If you get rid of the meditator, you have
Non-Meditation.” - which is the fourth yoga.
“The fourth yoga is very complicated!” said
Rinpoche: “If meditating, that is right; if ʻyouʼ
are meditating, that is wrong.”
Rinpoche concluded with the example of the
2nd Karmapa, who, captured by the Chinese,
shared his captivity with crocodiles, who did
not eat him.” So therefore, if you really reach
the state of no-self, no problem.”
Which brings us back to contentment.
Simplicity of life together under one wide
sky. That July day was a gift of ʻnatural
mahamudraʼ without names or complication,
boundlessly appreciated by all.
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marpa house

PROGRAMME OF EVENTS
January – June 2018

We would greatly appreciate it if you could book in advance for
events. You can do this by contacting the secretary by
email: mail@marpahouse.org.uk or by telephone: 01799 584415.
It is very useful for us to have an idea of numbers
to assist our planning and preparation.
Thank you in advance.

January
NEW YEAR SILENT RETREAT, WITH JOHN HOWARD
7.30pm Wednesday, 27 December 2017 – 2.00pm Tuesday, 2 Jan 2018
Fully booked. This is a closed retreat; the House will not be open to day visitors and guests during this
time.
MEDITATION PRACTICE DAY, LED BY A STUDENT OF KYABJE
CHIME RINPOCHE
Sunday, 7 January, 10.30am and 2.30pm
Free of charge, and suitable for beginners as well as experienced practitioners.
Lunch is available for £5, but needs to be booked in advance.
Please join us and start the New Year with a day of silent meditation, and the aspiration
that all our thoughts, words and deeds in the coming year are a source of peace,
happiness, and full awakening for beings everywhere.

Notice:
There are no events planned between Monday 8 January and Sunday 11
February as the shrine room is being refurbished and the new Shrine
fitted. The shrine room and House will be unavailable to visitors
during this time, but Retreat guests are still very welcome.

February
MAHAKALA PROTECTOR PRACTICE, WITH LAMA ALASDAIR
Wednesday, 14 February
Torma preparation instruction & Mahakala practice, 10.00am and 2.00pm
Free of charge, all welcome. Lunch is available for £5, but needs to be booked in advance.
Traditionally, an extensive form of the Dharma Protector Mahakala is done before the
New Year to avert obstacles for the year ahead.
Lama Alasdair has completed the traditional three-year retreat and was Rinpoche’s
resident Lama for many years at his centre in the Black Forest in Germany. His gentle,
light-hearted approach, extensive knowledge, and attention to detail are a joy!
LOSAR CELEBRATION – TIBETAN NEW YEAR OF THE MALE EARTH
DOG
Friday, 16 February, 2.30pm
Free of charge, donations welcome. Lunch is available for £5, but needs to be booked in advance.
Losar Tashi Deleg! Happy New Year! Please come and join us for a Lhasang bonfire on
this joyful start to the Tibetan New Year.
LOSAR CELEBRATION AND TEA PARTY
Saturday, 17 February, 2.30pm
Free of charge, donations welcome. Lunch is available for £5, but needs to be booked in advance.
Come and celebrate with a tea party and Lhasang bonfire. Traditionally, Losar is a
holiday, and time of celebration.
We will offer Khataks and have a recitation of ‘Calling the Lama from Afar, and
celebrate our newly refurbished shrine room!
Please bring (vegetarian) food to share, also feel free to bring any unwanted Dharma
texts or papers to burn.
TIBETAN LANGUAGE DAY
Sunday, 18 February, 10.30am & 2.00pm
Fee for the day: £10, including lunch
For anyone who can read Tibetan and use a dictionary, we will be reading and
translating Dharma texts. Please join us, all welcome!

February
CHENRESIG PUJA AND GUIDED MEDITATION, WITH BRIAN
RICHARDSON
Sunday, 25 February, 10.30am - 4.00pm
Free of charge, donations welcome. Lunch is available for £5, but needs to be booked in advance.
This day will be based on a commentary on the Marpa House Chenresig puja by H.E.
10th Sangye Nyenpa Rinpoche. After learning how to write the mantra and the seed
syllable, there will be sessions of guided meditation, allowing time to build up the
visualisations, and practice them. These are visualisations which we have to do very
quickly in our evening practice at Marpa House.
Brian Richardson is a student of Kyabjé Chime Rinpoche. Brian will be available to
answer any questions at the end of the day.

March
AN INTRODUCTION TO LUCID DREAMING, WITH PAUL WOOTTON
Saturday, 3 March, 10.30am & 2.30pm
£15 for the day, includes lunch
A day exploring western lucid dreaming techniques, and daytime
mindfulness practices that help to train us for nighttime practice.
No previous experience is necessary, but please attend both
morning and afternoon sessions.
Paul Wootton has been a student of Kyabje Chime Rinpoche since
1974 and has recently become a member of Rinpoche’s White
Sangha. Paul began studying western lucid dreaming techniques
in 2007 and has subsequently received training in Tibetan dream yoga directly from
Rinpoche over the last eight years.
MEDITATION PRACTICE DAY, LED BY PAUL
WOOTTON
Sunday, 4 March, 10.30am & 2.30pm
Free of charge. Lunch is available for £5, but needs to be booked in
advance.
Suitable for beginners, as well as experienced practitioners. A day
of calm abiding meditation practice.

March
CHOD PRACTICE, WITH VICKI TOFTS
Friday, 9 March, 9.00pm – Saturday, 10 March, 5.00pm
£10 for the day, plus accommodation (usual prices apply)
This is a day of group Chod Practice. Chod or ‘Cutting through’ is a
skilful and profound practice: a union of emptiness and compassion.
Vicki has been a student of Rinpoche’s for over ten years and is a
member of the White Sangha. We are delighted that she will be
leading us through this beautiful practice here at Marpa House.
LUCID DREAMING AND TIBETAN DREAM YOGA WEEKEND, WITH
PAUL WOOTTON
Saturday, 17 March – Sunday, 18 March, 10.30 am & 2.30 pm
£85 for the weekend, includes 2 nights’ single room accommodation and meals
A weekend exploring western lucid dreaming techniques and the basics of Tibetan
dream yoga. We will explore both daytime mindfulness
techniques, as well as those of the night.
On Friday evening, there will be a short discussion of what
we will be covering on Saturday and Sunday.
Please bring a torch, journal to record your dreams, a pen,
and an alarm clock. No previous experience is necessary.
Dream yogas begin with lucid dreaming and help us to
develop meditative clarity while dreaming and while deeply asleep. If we learn to wake
up out of delusional and unconscious awareness while dreaming and asleep, we are
more likely to see through our waking delusions.
INTRODUCTION TO BUDDHISM, WITH DAVID CRAWFORD
Saturday, 24 March, 10.30am & 2.30pm
By donation. Lunch is available for £5, but needs to be booked in advance.
This day is suitable for anyone wishing to find out more about Buddhism and ask
questions. We will review the basics- what to do and why- and look at what the next
steps are.
David Crawford took refuge with Kyabje Chime Rinpoche in 1986. He is highly
experienced, and a member of Rinpoche’s White Sangha. David is available to guide
and instruct beginners who would like to learn more.

March
TIBETAN LANGUAGE DAY
Sunday, 25 March, 10.30am & 2.00pm
Fee for the day: £10, includes lunch
For anyone who can read Tibetan and use a dictionary, we will be reading and
translating Dharma texts. Please join us, all welcome!
NGEUNDRO – REFUGE & PROSTRATIONS, WITH JOHN HOWARD
Saturday, 31 March, 10.30am & 2.30pm
By donation. Lunch is available for £5, but must be booked in advance.
The First Foundation of the Mahamudra Ngeundro will be taught. John is a senior
student of Rinpoche’s and has completed the traditional three-year retreat practices. He
is loved by all for his highly experienced, inspiring, direct approach.

April
EASTER MEDITATION PRACTICE DAYS: SHI NEH & LHAG THONG,
LED BY JOHN HOWARD
Sunday, 1 April & Monday, 2 April 10.30am & 2.30pm each day.
Feel free to join any or all of the sessions.
Free of charge. Lunch is available for £5, but must be booked in advance.
Two days of calm abiding and insight meditation practice.
Suitable for beginners, as well as experienced practitioners.
SILENT RETREAT, WITH LAMA KLAUS
Saturday, 7 April, 2.30pm - Saturday 14 April, lunchtime
£250 per person. A non-refundable £50 deposit to secure your place at time of
booking.
This is a closed retreat. The House will not be open to day visitors and guests
during this time. Places are limited to one guest per room, so please book early!
Lama Klaus will guide us through a silent retreat, and be available for
advice and instruction on meditation. If you haven’t experienced the
depth and richness of a silent retreat before, or are looking to deepen
your own practice, then please try it!
Lama Klaus has completed the traditional three-year retreat at HH Karmapa’s U.S.A.
retreat centre, Karma Triyana Dharmachakra. His insight, experience and gentle
approach are truly inspiring, and we are delighted to welcome him to the House again!

April
VOLUNTEER WEEKEND
Saturday, 21 April & Sunday, 22 April, 10.00am & 2.00pm
Free meals and 1 night’s accommodation in exchange for some hard work!
Weekend and Day volunteers are welcome.
We welcome enthusiastic volunteers to help either in the House or Garden. No special
knowledge or skills required, and tools are provided. Please come and help us get the
House ready for summer!
TIBETAN LANGUAGE DAY
Sunday, 22 April, 10.30am & 2.00pm
Fee for the day: £10, includes lunch
For anyone who can read Tibetan and use a dictionary, we will be reading and
translating Dharma texts. Please join us. All welcome!

May
KYABJE CHIME RINPOCHE – MAY TEACHINGS WEEKEND *TBC*
Saturday, 5 May – Monday, 7 May
We very much hope that Rinpoche will be teaching at Marpa
House over the Spring Bank Holiday weekend, health
permitting. Please save the date! Details will be confirmed
nearer the time.

TIBETAN LANGUAGE DAY
Sunday, 20 May, 10.30am & 2.00pm
Fee for the day: £10, includes lunch
For anyone who can read Tibetan and use a dictionary. We will be reading and
translating Dharma texts. Please join us.

June
TEACHINGS ON KHENPO GANGSHAR WITH CRAIG BOULTON
Saturday, 2 June, 10.30am & 2.30pm
Fee for the day: £10. Lunch is available for £5, but must be booked in advance.
Craig will be teaching on a text from Khenpo Gangshar called ‘A Song to Introduce the
Unmistaken View of the Great Perfection’.
Craig took refuge with Rinpoche in 1977, and had been giving courses in the
tradition Rinpoche advised, especially since last summer when Rinpoche gave him the
transmission and White Sangha robe as a symbol of permission to teach.
MEDITATION PRACTICE DAY - SHI NEH LED BY CRAIG BOULTON
Sunday, 3 June, 10.30am & 2.30pm
Free of charge. Lunch is available for £5, but must be booked in advance.
Suitable for beginners, as well as experienced practitioners. A day of calm abiding
meditation practice.
LUCID DREAMING AND TIBETAN DREAM YOGA RETREAT, WITH
PAUL WOOTTON
Friday, 8 June, 9.00pm– Sunday, 10 June, 4.30pm
£85 for the retreat, includes 2 nights’ single room accommodation and meals.
A weekend retreat exploring western lucid dreaming techniques and the basics of
Tibetan dream yoga. We will explore both daytime mindfulness techniques as well as
those of the night.
Please bring a torch, journal to record your dreams, a pen,
and an alarm clock. No previous experience is necessary.
Dream yogas begin with lucid dreaming and help us to
develop meditative clarity while dreaming and while deeply
asleep. If we learn to wake up out of delusional and
unconscious awareness while dreaming and asleep, we are
more likely to see through our waking delusions.

June
ANNUAL MEETING FOR MEMBERS
Saturday, 16 June, 2.30pm
This meeting is for Foundation and Subscribing Members of Marpa House only. Full
details will be sent to members nearer the time.
TIBETAN LANGUAGE DAY
Sunday, 24 June, 10.30am & 2.00pm
Fee for the day: £10, includes lunch
For anyone who can read Tibetan and use a dictionary. We will be reading and
translating Dharma texts. Please join us.
GREEN TARA PRACTICE WEEKEND, WITH LAMA ALASDAIR
Saturday, 30 June – Sunday, 1 July, 10.30am & 2.30pm
£10 each day. Lunch is available for £5, but needs to be booked in advance.
Suitable for beginners as well as experienced practitioners. We will be
guided through this beautiful and powerful practice by Lama Alasdair,
who has completed the traditional three-year retreat in France.
We will learn the visualisation and mudras for the Green Tara practice
as performed daily in Marpa House. Shi-Neh will be included on the
Sunday.
TIBETAN ALPHABET, WORD CONSTRUCTION AND
CALLIGRAPHY
Learning to read and write the Uchen alphabet is fun, and is very helpful to
one's practice. Brian Richardson would be happy to do one-day workshops on each
skill, at Marpa House. If you are interested, please email brian.richardson@virgin.net to
discuss possible dates.
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Marpa's Faerie Family ReTreat
by Imogen Hayman

F
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amily time,
And the magic began
With the mystical journeys
By bus, car, and taxi in wonderful timing.
We all arrived sleepy and silently rhyming, ...
We sat in circles sparkling
Counting to three,
Eyes open, and then
Closing eyes,
We went within to see.

We read the story of "The Turquoise Horn"
And learnt about being kind and generous,
But we were warned,
That there are some baddies out there,
So we'd better be kind and show everyone
we care,
Not only our loved ones, but grumpy wolves
too,
Because they need compassion,
Just like me and you.

We found a red unicorn,
A pink faerie with a big grin,
One with sparklie purple tights,
A cheeky one who blows raspberries,
From the bells on her twinklie blue lights.

Then we sat in a circle,
And Jigme was The King.
And he helped us to say
"Thank You" for everything,
For the toys and the space to run around
free,
To Chime, And Gail,
And to Gabby,
Not forgetting Iris and Lisa for the YUMMY
food,
And the Mummies, Daddies and Grannies,
For being so kind and patient, and helping
us find
Such a happy Sparklie Mood!

Park time with the mummies and daddies
was fun.
And we went for a run,
To the apple trees and picked
Red and pink ones, yellow and green,
We danced with the leaves and played chase
inbetween.
Iwona's sparklie stickers were stuck
On us and the fruit.
Did you see the apple faerie playing the
flute?
We made a faerie house of flowers, leaves
and twinkles,
Not forgetting the faerie food and drink
sprinkles.
We found some Marpa Faeries,
And made their home and tucked them in,
Left them to sleep and keep cosy,
While we went for our mini puja,
We called the cows to join inOm mooo Ne Padme Hung,
The horses, Om Ah Nheeeee Padme Hung,
And we couldn't keep the sheep away,
"Om BhAhhh Ne Padme Hung"
Is what they say.

Marpa House Family Weekend
by Alex Jackson

T

he Marpa House Family Weekend
From far away we did all descend
Great pals and lots of activities
Tea time with crackers and a variety of cheese

A lovely calm oasis
Punctuated by smiling faces
Laughter and chat when eating
Thank goodness for the plentiful seating

Morning puja for a lucky parent
A lie-in we really daren't
The garden a peaceful and playful place to be
Lots of games that brought much glee

Lucky to be able to use such a place
With so much usable space
Adults and children and grandparents too
An inspired and inspiring motley crew

Lots of delicious food
A happy, noisy brood
The playroom once a place for prostration
The kids' faces full of animation

A fabulous secretary, cleaner and cook
Lots of time it would have took
To prepare for our arrival on Friday
And, after our goodbyes, to wave us off
on our way.

"Face painting", games, and a trip to the park
The outside at night was really very dark
The staff so lovely and kind
Picking up the things we will have left behind
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Rinpoche's Birthday Celebration
by Janet Scott
We celebrated Kyabje Rinpoche's birthday
at Marpa House on Saturday, 14 October,
2017.
Preparations for the day began early in the
week with food ordering, logistical planning,
cleaning and decorating. On Friday,
one or two obstacles tried to
tempt us into becoming bundles of
nerves- especially the warning from
the water board that we might not
have any water in the House for
the day. But as it turned out, (and
is so often the case) it did all turn
out!
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The Shrine room and dining
room were beautiful: the work
of many, many hands who had
pitched in with great flair, and
great heart. Long-life prayers,
Calling the Lama from Afar, and the
gorgeous Guru Rinpoche Shower of
Blessings Tsok, were led by David, Irmela,
and Tansy, and focused us all together in
celebration.
After the Tsok, we moved onto the teaparty. Now, that really is quite amazing:
how many times in your life do you
have Tsok followed by a tea-party with
birthday cake! And, this was no ordinary
birthday cake- it was a birthday cake baked
especially by Iris and decorated especially
by visiting artist, Jessie. Then, after a
wonderful round of “Happy Birthday Dear
Rinpoche”, the youngest amongst us blew
out all of the candles!
Rinpoche was unable to attend in person
as he is in retreat, but to me, there was no
doubt at all that he was present with us, in
us. The whole day was joyous and beautiful
as we celebrated the life of our precious
Lama.

Thank you to everyone who attended, and to
our wonderful Marpa House Staff, who give
us so much.

Silence, Performance
by Dr. William Giddings
In a previous article, I wrote about how
listening with an open and receptive mind
is portrayed in traditional texts as a way of
taking to heart the teachings one hears, and
making them part of one’s life. It is all too
easy to succumb to the fallacy that verbal
comprehension alone is enough- it’s not.
Tradition tells us that Ananda, the cousin of
the Buddha, had the ability to remember all
the teachings of the Buddha which he had
heard. Ananda had heard and remembered
more than anyone else, but even after
decades of service, he had not yet become an
arhat at the time of the Buddha's parinirvana.
We can make great efforts to understand
and absorb the subtleties and variations
of the diverse instructions heard from our
teachers, and we can even gain some kind of
intellectual perspective as a cogent historical
narrative. This is fine if that is the goal of our
enquiry, and there even are times when such
an activity can prove invaluable in developing
an enhanced sense of commitment, but it
seems to me, that doing this is only part of
a means to an end, and not the end itself.
What is necessary is beginning to look more
closely with an imaginative inner-eye to see
what is happening.
The events and teachings which we
participate in as Dharma brothers and
sisters are vibrantly imbibed with all the
marks of the great Buddhist narratives. We
enter into the presence of Buddhas and
Bodhisattvas; we gather in assemblies to seek
awakening, yet, whilst everyone may appear
to sit quietly, no one is actually passive. The
protagonists of these great dramas may
debate in earnest, recount enthralling tales of
heroic exploits, or cause miraculous events
to happen, and the attendees are enthralled.
Yet, although all of this might look like some

kind of wonderfully produced theatre, this
is no 'kill-time' entertainment. There is no
passive audience, sitting aloof in a darkened
room, trying to ease their boredom. This is
daylight theatre-in-the-round where there
are only participants. Each attendee is a
player; everyone is a contributor to the
drama. Without the manifest response of the
gathering, the display-along-a-theme cannot
go on.
Now, if we look closer still, we can see that
this theatre-in-the-round is like a mandala.
At centre stage is the guru, the enactor of
the divine, around whom are the properties
which establish the main character in his/
her domain. All surrounded by the other
members of the cast, participating, responding,
and, for at least as long as the circle is
maintained, entering into a state of interactive
oneness with the main character, in the sense
that all fulfil their roles.
In amongst this hub-bub, there is a certain
kind of silence. The quietening of external
distraction: the circle, the theatre, becomes
the focus of everything. It has become
the buddhaksetra, the buddha-land, the
locus dramaticus. It is a place of awakening:
everything worldly is left behind, and all the
players, everyone present, demonstrate a
kind of euthrymy between the words of
the teacher and the responsiveness of the
participants. There is no thought, but it can
be sensed, and recognized, like a taste or a
fine scent in a breeze. This connection, once
experienced, has lasting effect: it is not just
taken to heart; it is a change of heart.
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Lojong: Reflections of a Novice
by Daniel Bradley
“Regard everything you perceive right now as
dreamlike, illusory, insubstantial, like a rainbow
in the sky”
“Looking directly at your mind, try to find its
shape, its colour, its size and so forth”
“This looking naturally dissolves into your
natural state”
“Resting in this, your natural state, just be as
you are; vividly clear and naturally present”
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When asked to write something for the
newsletter, I found myself a little nervous
about sticking my head above the parapet. I
like to keep my vulnerable self safely hidden
where no-one can accidentally tread on
it. But I have decided to bite the bullet, let
down my guard, and write something from
my heart.
Over the past years, I have been fortunate
enough to have had the good circumstances
in my life to receive teachings that have had
a beneficial effect on my mind. What has
remained with me from these teachings, I
endeavour to practice in daily life.
One such teaching that I have found
extremely accessible, and succinctly
summarises the Dharma into easy-to-follow
slogans, are the teachings called ‘The Seven
Points of Mind Training’ (Lojong), which
can be traced back in Tibet to Atisha. A
number of commentaries on these teachings
have been written by great teachers, and
are available in English. The root text in
these commentaries has been translated
differently in each case, so it is worth reading
a few different versions to get a feel for the
essential meanings.
Within these teachings, the second point
of mind training, which is well known for
teachings on Tonglen, contains a set of slogans

that, in my view, present a very concise
and rapid method for both recognising and
resting in ‘the nature of mind’. I find that
these slogans are useful for solo meditation,
as a focus for group meditation, and as an
antidote for difficult arisings (such as strong
thoughts and emotions).
At the beginning of this article, I have
included these slogans, using my own
colloquial paraphrasing to give a flavour of
what they mean to me. I would recommend
going to the root texts and commentaries for
the original translations if you are interested
in Lojong.

For me, sitting with the first of these slogans,
causes the temporary loosening of clinging to
whatever is going on right now; reality starts
to seem less real, and I start to become more
aware of the present moment. Then, with
the second slogan, my attention swings from
looking outwards, to looking inwards. Whilst
looking inwards, something starts to shift; as
the third slogan states, my looking ‘naturally
dissolves’, and what remains is vividly clear
and spacious. Remaining like this becomes
natural.
Occasionally, I find this 'naturally remaining'
becomes a bit dry and devoid of loving
kindness, so when this happens, I endeavour
to remember all sentient beings, and recite
under my breath the six-syllable mantra OM
MANI PADME HUNG.
I hope you find these slogans as useful as I do.
Sarva Mangalam

Teachings from Venerable Ato Rinpoche
by Janet Scott
We were truly fortunate that Ato Rinpoche
came to Marpa House to teach on the Six
Paramitas. Rinpoche had quite a bad cold, but
said that he hadn't wanted to cancel. I am
so glad he came. In his warm and welcoming
way, Rinpoche offers wisdom, embodiment,
and wide-ranging guidance.
In the shrine room, under Rinpoche's
guidance, we chanted prayers in Tibetan, and
then recited them in English. Rinpoche asked
us how we felt when chanting in Tibetan, then
reciting in English. He acknowledged that the
Tibetan chanting uplifts and inspires, adding
that each prayer is filled with teaching, and
we can access that by reading it in our own
language. When Rinpoche's rich, solo voice
chanted his prayers for his own teachers, the
steadiness of lineage and connection was
perfectly tangible.
Throughout the morning, Rinpoche focused
on the fundamentals of Buddhist practice,
reminding us that all Dharma teachings are
connected to the Four Noble Truths, and the
Noble Eight-fold Path. He jokingly suggested
that we might never get to the Six Paramitas
today, as there were so many points to
consider beforehand.
Rinpoche encouraged us to put into practice
the teachings we receive- “try it out” - and
also encouraged us to try out various
teachers instead of restricting ourselves too
much. To paraphrase Rinpoche: when we
take refuge with a teacher, we aren't getting
married- promising to forsake all others. In
fact, we may meet our Root Guru (or Gurus)
only much later, after many teachers. This is
like a carrot which has important hair like
roots, not just a single taproot.
Another memorable metaphor was that of
the Dharma supermarket. Nowadays, we
have easy access to a myriad of teachings,

some of which are enticingly exotic.
Rinpoche advised we choose practices to fit
us as individuals and to fit our circumstances.
“Be sensible”- there is no point in trying to
force ourselves into the wrong sized clothing.
In presenting the Six Paramitas, Rinpoche
emphasised how ordinary life offers plenty of
workable opportunities. Again, be sensible.
Assess individual motivation and qualities.
Instead of forcing ourselves, becoming
obsessed, and burning out, remember there is
no need to struggle, no 'must do'. Ask: how
much can I manage? The Paramitas gradually
develop in us.
Regarding Shamatha practice, Rinpoche
encouraged us to do shorter sessions, more
frequently and to follow the cycle of: focus on
breath, relaxed mind, focus on breath, relaxed
mind. This is to allow natural mind to arise
and not be pushed away by a strict focus on
breath.
I smile now as I write this perfect guidance
from Rinpoche:
Remember the words of the Buddha. Do
what you can. Keep it simple, and keep going.
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Taken on the 10th day of the 7th month: Guru Rinpoche's Vajra dance in the sky (Photo by Lou Kuka).
The Zambhala Shop at Marpa House
sells all things Tibetan and Buddhist,
from Thangkas and Rupas to Books and
Shawls. Just ask the Secretary when
visiting.
For mail order or if you have any
questions please contact Joyce McCleary
via email for more information:
joycemccleary@gmail.com

Marpa House Accommodation prices are:
Standard House Charge (shared accommodation and 3 vegetarian meals)
£25 per night 		
£150 per week
Standard Retreat Charge (single room accommodation and 3 vegetarian meals)
£30 per night		
£180 per week
Further discounts are available for retreats of four weeks or more, provided they are pre-booked and pre-paid
Photos ©: White Sangha (Anne-Marie Scott), Summer School (Brian Richardson), Cornwall Sky (Sophie Muir), Family Weekend (Jigme Deere), Rinpoche’s
Birthday & Reflections of a Novice-Lojong (Janet Scott), Ato Rinpoche (Ato Rinpoche). Not to be reproduced without permission.

